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What Do You Really Want?

Do you want to relax and reduce stress? Or do you
believe it makes your sharper, more focused on produc-
tive tasks?  Yes, some stress is positive and increases
productivity. But most of us don’t know how to expel
pent-up energy throughout the day, and end up letting it
explode inappropriately, or keeping it bottled up too
long. Your mind has approximately 60,000 thoughts
per day and 90% are a repeat from yesterday; we find
comfort in the same ways of thinking; same concerns or
worries. But if relaxation happens between thoughts, we
need to learn the skills to clear the mind of chatter so we
are really ready for downtime and relaxation.



Tips to Making the Techniques Work

LISTEN: Your body communicates on a regular basis;
we tend to ignore the signals. Pay attention to where
your body says its stressed – tight shoulders; headaches;
lower back.  These physical signs can give excellent
clues for the techniques that will work for you.

POSITIVE: Many of these techniques have worked for
thousands of years. Don’t evaluate whether or not it is
effective until you try to make it work for you.

START SMALL: Small changes made over a long period
of time lead to big results. Be open to using one
technique consistently, and then adding more. Chang-
ing all areas of your life at once is likely to be a
prescription for failure.

PROCESS: Realize that reducing stress is a process
which requires time, evaluation, and possibly re-doing.
Don’t expect instant results, and don’t blame yourself for
setbacks.



Power Breathing

•  Take a deep breath through your nose without raising
your shoulders or sticking out your chest

•  Focus on getting the stale air out of your lungs; you
will automatically take breaths in

•  Imagine a plunger in your lungs going deep into your
chest cavity

•  Hold for three seconds

•  “Push” fresh oxygen into extremities of your body -
you head, hands and feet

•  Breathe out slowly, but with force

•  Continue pattern with smooth exchange of air

•  Imagine breathing in energy and strength; exhaling
waste and negativity



You’re on TV

• Close your eyes and imagine a relaxing, comforting
place

• Practice power breathing for one minute

• What do you see?

• Give yourself 30 seconds to communicate the details
to your mind

• What do you hear? What smell? What do you touch?

• Don’t rush it; allow yourself to be fully present in your
image

• Now that you are there, fine-tune the picture quality
and turn up the volume



• Sit comfortably in a chair. Palms turned gently
upward and resting on your knees; feet flat on the
floor; posture is erect, but not strained

• Imagine that you are a camcorder. You are filming
yourself sitting in your chair.

• The camera is above your office/work and it is
looking down on you.

• Next, you ascend 30 feet above where you are
sitting; Hold that view and imagine your problem
growing smaller

• Go even higher; imagine that you are in a helicopter
and are going up

• After holding that view for 30 seconds, go higher
and imagine looking at the earth as if  you were on
the moon

• Focus on your problem becoming lighter and smaller

Fly to the Moon



Jaw Relaxer

• Open your mouth as wide as you can without
causing strain.

• Repeat this 5 times

• Lightly press your fist just under your chin

• As you open your mouth, press your jaw downwards
against your fist

• Keep the pressure consistent
for 30 seconds or so;
Feel the tension release
from the jaw when
finished



Hang Loose

• Stand up from your chair

• Drop your head on your chest

• Think about each vertebra in your spine and roll your
spine until your body is hanging toward the floor

• Make sure to breathe out

• Your shoulders, head,  and arms
should be relaxed and feel a
rush of blood

• Stay in this position if you are
comfortable

• Next, reverse the procedure until you
are standing upright again

(You may also sit backwards in a
straight-back chair in extreme cases
of tension where no effort is required)



Warms Hands; Warm Heart

• Rub your hands for 20 seconds until they begin to burn

• Then, stop and let them hang loosely at your side

• Rotate your hands clockwise for 20 seconds

• Brush the back of each hand with the backs of your
fingernails in an upwards motion about 5-6 times



Step on It

• Remove your shoes

• Put two tennis balls or other balls underneath the
arch in your foot

• Move your foot up and back so that the ball moves
from the toes to the heel

• Continue exercise for two minutes; or until you feel
tension release



Bag of Balls

• Put two tennis balls in a tight sock

• Lie on your back on the floor with your legs (from the
knees down) in a chair

• Put the tennis balls behind your upper neck. Rest them
snugly against the skull ridge

• The pressure of the balls will force tight muscles to
relax (stop if you become dizzy)

• Try to stay in this position for 7 - 9 minutes



Leg Lifts

• To get more blood toward the head, bathing the brain
in life-giving oxygen, try a leg lift for 10 minutes
before bedtime to encourage restful sleep

• Lie of your back and lean your legs against a wall so
that your body forms the letter “L”

• Lightly clasp your hands a few inches above your
head

• Breathe deeply and evenly



Hot Towels

• Moisten small cloths in very warm water

• If desired, add oils or other aroma oils

• Rub your hands with the cloths

• Feel the warm energy, and then think of the tension
being wiped away



Relaxed Meditation

• Sit comfortably with your spine reasonably straight.

• Allow your eyes to rest comfortably downward, but
don’t focus on anything specific

• Without closing your eyes completely, let your eyelids
drop to a comfortable level

• Continue gazing downward...the act of gazing is
your primary focus (rather than the area at which
you are gazing). You may notice your breathing
becoming more rhythmic

• It’s ok to let your attention
drift a bit. If your eyes
become very heavy, it’s
ok to let them close.



Progressive Relaxation

• Tense your foot by curling your toes and heel

• Squeeze for 15 seconds; Release

• Let the muscle go limp

• Progress to your calves

• Go to the leg; then, start with your other foot and
repeat the process

• Continue to another set of muscles;
back, stomach, buttocks; arms; face

• Really focus on the feeling of
relaxed and the contrast of the tense
muscles



Ease your Headaches

• Apply gentle pressure to the seven acupressure point
around the eyes

• Between the two eyebrows in the middle of the brow

• Two in the middle of the eyebrow

• Two below these – halfway along the lower ridges of
the eye sockets

• Two in the slight indentations at the outer edges of the
eye-sockets, next to the temples

• Hold each point with gentle pressure for three
seconds



 Massage your Facial Muscles

• Use your index and middle fingers to give yourself a
facial massage

• Make circles on your brow

• Move from the middle toward your temples

• Make sharp upward strokes along the bridge of your
nose

• Close your eyes and gentry rest the heels of your hands
in your eye-sockets

• For each point, hold the pressure for two seconds and
gently release



Pebble Feet

• Fill small bowl with small pebbles or marbles

• Pour a cup of hot (as hot as possible without causing
discomfort) salty water

• Add one quarter cup of salt

• If desired, add a few drops of essential oils (pepper-
mint; lavender)

• Put your feet in the bowl and roll them over the
pebbles with gentle pressure to your feet



Squat Down

• Use your body weight to release tension in your pelvis

• With your feet apart, lower your body into a squat

• Simply shift your weight around in a circular motion

• Remember to breathe deeply and release tightness in
your pelvis

• Then, rock gently from side to side



Airplane Stretch

• Stretch your arms straight out like an airplane’s wing

• Push out and hold for 5 - 7 seconds

• Raise your arms so that they stretch straight up; next
to your ears

• Straighten your back

• Pull in your stomach muscle

• Relax; Repeat three times



The Flamingo

• Stand up straight

• Find a point and stare intensely at it

• Pick up on leg and raise your leg so that your knee is in
front of you

• Hold for 15 seconds

• Then, take knee to the side of your body – your legs
should look like the letter “P”

• Hold for 15 seconds



Thought Stopping

• Think of a negative thought

• Associate the thought with a clear mental image

• Set the timer for three minutes, close your eyes and
concentrate on the image

• When the bell rings, yell, “Stop!”

• Repeat several more times

• When the image recurs, whisper, “Stop!”

• The interruption will stop the thought and give you the
opportunity to substitute a more positive one



• Repeat each phrase four times slowly, then move on
• My right arm is heavy; My left arm is heavy
• My right arm is warm; My right arm is heavy
• My right arm is warm; my left arm is warm
• My right leg is warm; my left leg is warm
• My arms are heavy and warm
• My legs are heavy and warm
• My heartbeat is slow and easy
• My heart feels calm
• My breathing is slow and easy
• My breathing feels calm and relaxed
• My stomach is arm; my stomach is relaxed
• My forehead is cool
• My scalp is relaxed
• My whole body is calm; my whole body is relaxed
• I feel peaceful
• I am calm and relaxed

Autogenics

Uses relaxed positions and verbal suggestions of warmth
and heaviness in limbs to create deep relaxation and
stress relief.
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Create Positive Affirmations

We become what we dwell upon.

• Create a short, positive phrase that is easy to
remember

• Use “I” in the statements

• Make them present tense such as “I am re-
laxed, calm and at peace,” “I am confident
and self-assured,” “I can do it” or “I am taking
one step at a time”

• Repeat when you want to relax, or feel a
stressful situation present
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Make Your Own Stress Balls

(balloons; scissors; rice)

• Cut the end off of a small balloon

• Fill the balloon with rice

• Cut the tom and bottom of another balloon and
stretch it over the hole

• Continue to put more balloons over the hole until
you find a pattern/design that you like

• Squeeze 25 times in 60 seconds
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Eye Packs

(satin silk square – 7”, linseeds)

• Make a square satin silk square pack, but leave a
hole at the top

• Fill with 7 ounces of natural linseeds

• You can leave in the refrigerator for 20 minutes

• You may use a few drops of lavender or other oils
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Use your Subconscious with Dream Journals

• Keep track of your dreams’ images, themes and
emotions to find out the root cause of your stress

• When you are ready to sleep, close your eyes and
tell yourself: “I will remember my dreams tonight.”

• The second you wake up, before you do anything,
write as much detail about whatever impression is
in your head

• Don’t worry about it making sense

• Dreams of flying may be feelings of freedom,
power, or success while dreams of falling are
associated with failure insecurity and being out of
control

• Let your dreams create a bridge of connectedness
with your inner self4



Watch Green

Known to be a relaxing color, seek green in natural
beauty to relieve stress

• Find screensavers with images of nature

• Watch the Discovery channel or Animal Planet

• Spend time in your yard; Study at the trees carefully

• Practice filling up your brain with natural beauty

• Grow an herb or small flower garden
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Know How Food Affects You
and PICK Smart

• Calm foods – easy digested, cleansing; full of
energy includes: fruits; vegetables; nuts/seeds;
beans; grains

• Stimulating foods – creates heightened activity in
the brain. Consume in moderation: extra spices;
vinegar; garlic; coffee; tea; cola; preservatives;
canned/packaged food

• Lethargic foods – foods that take a lot of time and
energy to digest. Create feelings of tiredness or
restlessness. Meats; refined foods; alcohol; pickled
foods
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Control One Little Thing

• Clean out the car – throw away trash; put items
back in house; vacuum; wipe with glass cleaner

• Clean out wallet/purse – file receipts; flatten
money; throw away junk

• Drink one big glass of water, all the way

• Take 5 items out of your closet that you do not wear
any longer

• Sweep the garage without worrying about the other
stuff; just sweep as much dirt as you can
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Find your Funny Bone

•    Read the comic section of the paper

• Keep a joke book on your desk

• Tell one joke or funny story every day

• Create a crazy/funny headline when you see
something ridiculous

• Watch old movies like “I Love Lucy” and just laugh
out loud

• SMILE at strangers

• Go to a comedy club

• Play a tape/CD of a comedian
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Relax on the Go

Use these every day situations to use
stress-reducing techniques

• Boring meeting – deep breathing

• Bus, train, cab – visualization

• Airplane – meditation

• Commute – affirmations

• Dentist chair – progressive muscle relaxation

• Bathroom break – deep breathing

• Sleeping – dream journals
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Stop Feeding your Stress

• Distract yourself

• Cook something in advance; plan your meals

• Substitute relaxation for food

• Identify stress triggers

• Eat breakfast

• Find nutritious food that you like

• Drink hot tea; ice water; water with other flavorings

• Try to eat meals with others who are conscious of
nutrition and healthy eating
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Getting Exercise in Everyday Activities

• Park your car further from the door

• Stretches or sit-ups during TV

• Use the steps rather than elevator

• Walk rather than drive

• Stand up while on phone

• Tighten muscles while seated
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Commuting or Car Time

• Listen to music

• Books on tape

• Record thoughts, ideas on tape

• Brainstorm new ideas

• Carpool with buddy

• Leave 15 minutes early/late

• Clean out your car

• Chew bubble gum

• Remember sunglasses
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See your Spirit

• Create a positive image by seeing yourself as 1%
body, 99% spirit

• Imagine that nobody can see your body; only your
spirit

• Ask yourself, “What are they seeing?”

•   Value yourself from the inside out, not outside in

Take pride in your appearance, and reject anxieties
about aspect of your body you cannot change
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Mind Power

• Cut out “what-if”

• Reduce “I can’t stand it when..”

• Don’t make a mountain out of molehill

• Don’t over generalize

• Watch unrealistic expectations

• Don’t jump to conclusions

• Don’t always compare yourself

• Stop mind reading

• Don’t blame; simply take responsibility
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Why Exercise?

Walk; run; swim; ski; dance; hike; bike
for 30 minutes three times per week

• Exercise stimulates the nervous system responsible
for controlling stress hormones

• Physical exercise reduces these chemicals in your
body and calms you

• The reduction of the hormones enhances your
long-term ability to deal with stress

• It assists a restful feeling and promotes a deeper
sleep
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Reflection Walk

• Take a brisk walk

• Make a mental list of all the things that are good
about your life

• If you have trouble coming up with things or
focusing, try to add one item for every twenty-five
steps or for every five breaths

• If you get stuck, stops until you think of something,
then move on

• Put aside all the things that aren’t working the
negativity and the “shoulds” in your life
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Keep It Active

• Choose activities that you enjoy

• Start slowly – don’t overdo

• Monitor your progress

• Keep exercise diary

• Give small rewards

• Focus on benefits of exercise

• Visualize success

• Get support from friends & family

• Join exercise class or fitness center

• Wear work-out clothes you like

17
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Where Does the Time Go?

• Keep one calendar

• Complete most important/least desirable task first

• Pay bills at the same time

• Group phone calls/email

• Bundle errands

• Cook ahead

• Buy in bulk

• Shop from home

• Get off telemarketing lists

• Be specific when leaving messages

• Avoid perfectionism

• Buy some time – pay for some chores

• Get up 10 minutes earlier



Make an Accomplishment Wall

• If your “to do” list never seems to get smaller, keep
running list of what you do accomplish

• Use flipchart sized or big, bright colorful paper

• Find fun markets and draw funny faces or captions

o Don’t just measure the “have to do’s” - Consider
putting your relaxation activities on the wall
(bubble baths; exercise; cooked nutritious meal)
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Art Therapy

Use of drawing, painting, writing, playing music,
dancing as a form of stress relief and working

through issues and challenges

• Set aside 30 to 60 minutes at least three times per
week

• Choose one creative outlet

• Commit to this time and make it an unbreakable
appointment

• Do not analyze or criticize your work

• After three weeks, review the patterns; themes or
images that are reoccurring. What is your subcon
scious trying to tell you?
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